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HOW TO READ IT:

Mainteined Building

Exhisting Building Footprint

Possible Expansion

Hypotetic Building Scenario

In between Public Space
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Remarkable Public Space

Waterfront Public Space

Heavy transport infrastructure

Connection between Public Space

Radbahn

CONSTANTS

Six constants of the equations.
Primary actions on the infrastructure
that take place as facilitators in the
urban development, social
and innovative economy.
These actions have immediately
positive reactions on habitability of
the site and they open ways to
create different possible scenarios.

Railway

EVOLUTIVE RULES

A determined vision for the future is
an utopia.
What we can expose is a declaration
of intent.
The evolutive rules are algorithms
that produce, here, a hypothetical
scenario, that could be also
diverse, which will be the one that
citizens of Graz, investors, government, young artisans and
artists want to be.

CONSTANT#01

The Entrance
Reconnection of the cycle-pedestrian pathway with the city is the
first step, giving easy access to
everyone.
The reuse of the waste space
between Karlauergürtel and the
Muhlgang channel as a pedestrian
area, combined with an infopoint,
an exposition promenade, and an
advertisement on the railway
bridge, which creates the
“entrance” to the site of Puchstraße.

RULE#02

PEOPLE SPACE

PUCHSTRAßE

LEISURE

ECOLOGICAL

AGRICULTURE

CONSTANT#02

LIFE SIZED PUCHSTRASSE
Sport Facilities
Playground
Social infrastructure
Puchstraße is a primary infrastructure
that connects the site with the rest of
the city and the valley.
Its width is nowadays inefficient. We
introduce more space to people, in
order to give maximum
opportunities to increase liveability,
like a pleasing promenade.
These spaces could be used also by
artists and artisans to expose their
creations.

Promenade
Vert
Sidewalk
extension
Parklet

+ Porosity
+ Shaded surface
- Superficial Temperature
+ Air convective motions

Cooperative Hortus

RULE#01

VERTICAL FACTORY

Food Factories
Market Square

Bike rack

HORIZONTAL FACTORY

Horizontal production and monofunctional clusters can no more answer the
contemporary city demands of space.
A vertical production landscape allows
a certain buildability, a service/logistic
area, and a maximum occupancy.
The unbuilt area left, will remain to the
community.

P

Temporary
street gallery

20
20

Facilitate Access
from Triesterstraße
Neigborough
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FREEING THE SOIL

40

A primary objective: give back soil to
people.
Production increases in height.
The conversion from horizontal
closed cluster into an open vertical
factory is determined by the
stakeholders needs.
The process of densification has an
economic cost, surface bonuses are
disposable to investors.

CONSTANT#03

MULGHANG PRODUCTIVE
WATERFRONT
Muhlgang had, since its creation, a
vital importance for the city.
However, now its potential remains
unexplored.
The proposal gives back primary
hierarchical weight to the channel,
through refurbishment of the
sides and an expansion of the
waterfront public space.
It could be a great place of representation for industrial activities,that
could bring big opportunities
and become a unique attraction for
the entire zone.
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Sport Island

...

Facilitate Access and
re-establish connections
with Jakomini district

+ DENSITY
New activities could be conducted in a
fraction of the freed surface.
When density is rising, porosity is
respected.
The demand of usable space outside
the city is prevented.
Increase of density is an opportunity to
innovate in the industrial field.
It allows a more social oriented way of
using one of the most scarce goods of
contemporary cities: soil.

New
Cycle-pedestrian
bridge.

CONSTANT#04

MOBILITY MANAGMENT
RULE#04

Separation between pedestrian
activities and heavy transport logistic
is fundamental to create the
basic scenario of a “social production
site”.
Large sized transportations have
dedicated lanes near the railway, the
activities that require direct
access are positioned near the lane,
others are served by a micro-logistical
cooperative service..

COOPERATIVE SERVICES
Changing the approach about
services: From private to cooperative
Management.
FOOD SERVICES

MICRO LOGISTIC
- cargo bikes
- electric van

Common cantines, using
in-site food produce could
address the demand by
both workers and residents.
WASTE WATER
MANAGEMENT

Facilitate Access
from Triesterstraße
Neigborough

CONSTANT#05

PARKING LOTS

P

Traditional surface parking lots
cannot integrate with our
proposal of densification.
Parking places are merged in a
series of flexible parking buildings (ref. Lincoln Road, Miami, by
Herzog & De Meuron), situated in
strategic sites near Puchstraße.
Intermidiate parking is improved
by integrating public transport,
car sharing, and bike sharing
together.

a look to the future, to prevent the
waste our most important common
good: Water

The planned Wasserport is
integrated with another
on the other side of the
river Mur.

P

through work and participation.
(Exixting activity pursued by “New
Start Cooperative”)

SINERGY BETWEEN ACTORS
We want Space!

a micro-Hub fotr existing
urban gardens. A place where
to meet, to cook, eat or
process and then sell, its own
garden products.

We want Rules!

COOPERATIVE DESIGN

We have to
Design!

Introduction of city life into production
sites break the two-way debate between developers and government, about
the planning.
Citizens themselves, designers, actual
residents of the area, all have access to
the configuration of the new
“production fabric”.

CO-PRODUCING
The mixture of activities in existing
situation in respected and improved.
Synergy between large enterprises,
established businesses, and small
business start-up is promoted.
A co-producing environment is
created, in order to improve the
development of “BIG” ideas with
respect to a circular economy.

CONSTANT#06

MUHR ECOLOGICAL WATERFRONT
40 m

PRISONERS AND HOMELESS
SOCIAL REINTEGRATION

RULE#04

North-South connection
in-between the factories
is provided.

We want
Services!

The preservation of the river and its
natural waterfront has a primary
importance in the proposal, so it is
granted a protected zone of 40
meters in width where no production
activity is allowed, on the contrary,
density of existing forest is improved,
existing Radbahn is maintained.

HEAT RECOVERY UNIT
reintroduction of dissipated energy into the
industrial life cicle.

Green Shell made by
odour-capturing plants, that
create a liveable environment
during summer, when waste
smells are stronger.

Established
business

Large
enterprise

Small Business
Start-Up

IDENTITY - GROWING A
RECYCLE GENERATION
Through a mix of technical knowledge of artisans, the exixting waste
material in the area, and the
voluntary help of kids and parents
in the design and realization of a
Recycle Park, in order to create
an identity in the site and teach to
younger generations a more
respectful way of living.

Changes cannot be immediate.
The future is built through the succession of more or less striking events.
Sometimes a small gesture is enough, sometimes it is necessary to act decisively, others
to rethink the choices made and move towards another direction.
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Section
1:500

Ground floor
1:500

The paved surface in contact with the ground is reduced, increasing the permeable and
green spaces, allowing our building to be in a small forest.
The intervention on the concrete slab foundation of the existing building consists in breaking it apart to make strategic plantings that generate shaded spaces.
The new square establish an original connection between the canal and the Hub.
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PHASAGE
PHASE 00

Site Surface:
Usefull Surface:
FAR
Footprint:

21.000 mq
10.400 mq
0,5
41%

PHASE 01

Site Surface:
Usefull Surface:
FAR
Footprint:

21.000 mq
35.200 mq
1.6
45%

PHASE 02

Site Surface:
Usefull Surface:
FAR
Footprint:

21.000 mq
41.650 mq
2.0
15%

PHASE 03

Site Surface:
Usefull Surface:
FAR
Footprint:

21.000 mq
45.000 mq
2.15
18%

PHASE 04

Site Surface:
Usefull Surface:
FAR
Footprint:

FREE PRODUCTIVE SPACE
The new volume, overlapping the
existing factory, maintains autonomy
in structure, plant engineering, and
distribution, thus avoiding the
creation of any conflicts with the
existing building.
Services, technical rooms, vertical
distribution elements such as stairs,
workers and vehicle elevators, are
placed outside the principal volume in
autonomous and easily identifiable
structures, thus ensuring a useful
surface area ratio of 1:1.

FACADE MATERIALS

Plain aluminion panel
Polycarbonate sheet
Perforated aluminion sheet panel
Solar panel

The Hub is a radical machine, designed for its almost infinite reuse.
Services, technical rooms, vertical distribution elements such as stairs, workers and vehicle elevators, are placed outside the
principal volume in autonomous and easily identifiable structures, thus ensuring a useful surface area ratio of 1:1.
Structurally autonomous from the existing building, it consists of a mixed prefabricated technology of steel trusses and
Alveox floors, assembled on a modular mesh that allows maximum possibility of internal reconfiguration.
Typologically it is a courtyard building, it resembles the green court blocks of Triester Straße and Jakomini district.
The depth of the bodies limited to 20m would allow, even in a future scenario of strong demographic growth crisis, a possible reconversion into a residential building.

21.000 mq
53.000 mq
2.5
20%

3D FLEXIBILITY
This structure has a complex balance,
but the simplicity of its components
and their disposition, generates a wide
range of possible interior scenarios.
The layout can be designed according
to the needs of companies, giving
them free range of possibilities.
Workspaces can expand beyond the
horizontality.
There is the possibility of dismantling
parts of the floor’s slabs to house
machines that require higher height
than the one permitted by the single
plan.

